
The Dagger under the Cover of Brahma Kumaris 

for the public information 

This a copy of the information that  has reached directly hundreds thousands people in the world, journalists, high officials, 

diplomats, lawyers, medical circles, politicians and others. Please, read it carefully, because it may contain the information 

important for you and the people around you. 

You have received the information prepared for the public use which may be useful for the mass media and as a local and 

international source of information. It has already reached hundreds thousands people around the world, people who 

might be exposed to dangerous activities of Brahma Kumaris (media circles, foundations, lawyers, IT circles, medical circles, 

NGO, United Nations, UNICEF, diplomats, political circles, academics and others). The members of Brahma Kumaris are 

penetrating these circles, acting incognito and trying to convert people to their secret activities. They also try to win the 

support of locally and internationally famous people as well as organizations and build their credibility on them. Quite often 

the celebrities that Brahma Kumaris officially presented as BK supporters, friends, helpers have no understanding of the 

teaching that lies behind Brahma Kumaris’ activities or openly disagree with them. It also happens that they have no idea 

that Brahma Kumaris are using their names to build their own authority. 

By sending you this information along with enclosed documents, we would like to inform you about the hidden side of 

Brahma Kumaris activities across the world, enable you to receive proofs and materials hidden by Brahma Kumaris and 

encourage you to make them available to the people around you for the public benefit and safety.  We also would like to 

inform you that all these materials (the enclosed files) were first sent to Brahma Kumaris with a kind request to organize a 

meeting, during with they could agree or disagree with them and present arguments against. The request has not been 

accepted.  

Brahma Kumaris have been active on the worldwide spiritual market since 1970. They have been popularizing their ideas 

and beliefs under the cover of meditations, raja yoga, various courses, programs promoting values, self-management, self-

control, positive thinking and so on which are very attractive to a contemporary consumer. They have been opening 

‘galleries of meditation’, huge retreat centers across the world. They have been using the authority of organizations such as 

United Nations, UNESCO and famous people of the media, science, medicine on the local and global scale. They have also 

developed global programs like ‘Living Values’, IVOH.  

The activities of Brahma Kumaris have been created and organized in such a way that ordinary consumers of so called 

‘spirituality’ don’t pay attention to the BK’s background that is thoroughly hidden by them. Usually consumers are not 

aware of what is happening behind the scene, of what BK want to achieve and of what the costs are. They also may have no 

idea about raising voices drawing people’s attention to serious warps that have been taking place in BK circles, the warps 

that cast a dark shadow on BK and that bring all the declarations and teachings of this organization into question. There are 

proofs that Brahma Kumaris have been committing lots of serious wrongdoings (if not crimes)  for the last few decades. 

These are spiritual, intellectual, psychological, physical and material wrongdoings. The attached materials contain a short 

and detailed description of Brahma Kumaris’ wrongdoings throughout the world as well as a story showing how it has 

happened.  

The materials have been prepared by an independent researcher, who is conducting comparative studies and a research 

program dedicated to some selected religious movements. The results can be revealed now for the benefit of the general 

public as well as ordinary students of Brahma Kumaris who have been deceived by the BK seniors for decades. The author is 

ready to provide the media with further details, materials and documents.  

The materials are in the attached files or http://trimurtishiva.blogspot.com/. 

Because of the official reports about physical violence that Brahma Kumaris apply to suppress those who try to reveal their 

wrongdoings and demand public explanations, the personal data of the author of the enclosed documents can not be made 

publicly known at this time. For his personal safety, only the media using these source have access to the contact details.  

I declare that the attached files are free from viruses, have no  illegal content. 

 

Leszek Strug 

Journalist Researcher 

Contact: leszek.strug@gmail.com 


